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Migration in sub-national population 
ageing
Three main processes leading to regional 
and local population ageing:
• Out-migration of younger people
• In-migration of elderly people (e.g. ‘retirement 
migration’)
• In-migration of non-elderly people who then 
‘age in place’
How important is retirement migration?
Conventional wisdom as in the model 
age migration schedule (after Rogers)...
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… and in the elderly mobility 
transition model (after Warnes)
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% residents known to have changed address 
within the UK, 2000/2001, by age and gender
(source: 2001 Census)
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Regional net migration by age, 2000-2001
• London (GOR) is the main driver of within-UK 
migration, with large overall net exodus
• Same applies to older age groups
• South West, East of England and East 
Midlands are the main gaining regions
• Net shifts smallest for 75+, larger for 60-74s, 
larger still for 45-59s, but biggest for 30-44s
• Indicates the importance of ‘ageing in place’ 
at destination
Net within-UK migration balance, all ages, 2000-2001, 
Government Office Regions and England
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Net within-UK migration balance, older groups, 2000-01, 
Government Office Regions and England
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Net within-UK migration balance, age groups, 2000-2001,
Government Office Regions of the South of England (bar London)
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The urban/rural dimension, 2000-2001 
(using 2001 Census datafile provided by DEFRA’s Rural 
Evidence-based Research Centre, Birkbeck College)
• What is the pattern at sub-regional scale?
• Analysis by size of urban area
• Then, more detailed analysis for rural 
settlements (under 10,000 residents)
• Find ‘counterurbanization’ for most age 
groups (except young adults) …
• …  and a retreat from the remoter rural areas 
by the most elderly
Net within-UK migration balance, 2000-2001, 
by size of urban area and age group, England
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Net within-UK migration rate, by age, for Rural Towns and Villages & Dispersed 
by Sparsity, England
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Estimated urban/rural impacts of net migration, 
by age: a cohort analysis, 1993-2003
• How much is migration altering the size of age groups?
• A partial answer produced by calculating change in the size 
of 10-year age cohorts for six LA district types, 1993-2003
• Allow (roughly) for the effects of differential mortality and 
international migration by subtracting the England rate
• Result shows very regular urban/rural shift across the six 
types from 20-29 (becomes 30-39)
• Also shows pretty regular decrease in scale of shift across 
these age cohorts – with small blip around retirement age 
(50-59 becomes 60-69)
England: % change in size of 'birth' cohort, 1993-2003
Age in 1993 (add 10 for age in 2003: 80+ becomes 90+)
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Change in cohort size, 1993-2003, for England, by LA district type:
% point difference from England rate
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Age in 1993 (add 10 for age in 2003: e.g  <10 becomes 10-19)
How important is retirement migration? 
Summary of findings
• Barely perceptible ‘retirement peak’ in overall migration 
rates, possibly because of moves to outside the UK
• …  though some acceleration in urban-to-rural ‘net 
migration’ as people age from their 50s to their 60s
• Net migration to the main destinations involves smaller 
numbers of 60-74s than 45-59s and especially of 30-44s 
• In remote rural areas, migration’s role in population 
ageing is curbed by the net exodus of 75-and-overs
• The main migration factor differentiating the pace of 
population ageing is ageing in place of differing volumes 
of in-migrants aged 30-44
• Net exodus of young adults from areas with net 
migration gains of older people is a lesser factor in 
population ageing
Next steps
• Still need to be more precise about the 
impact of migration (recent and previous) on 
population ageing of main destination areas
